Rich Management Provides Live Feed to Power XLBrowser
LOS ANGELES, March 28, 2009 – Mobile-XL, a mobile technology company, today announced that it is
unleashing a partnership agreement with Rich Management, Nairobi Stock Exchange Authorized Data
Vendor, to provide real-time stock prices to mobile audiences. Consumers can now use Mobile-XL’s
XLBrowser to receive up-to-the-minute stock quotes within seconds.
“The agreement between Rich Management and Mobile-XL provides easy access of the Nairobi Stock
Exchange to a broad audience. People will be able to quickly obtain stock prices without being tied to a
computer or relying on an often unstable and sluggish internet connection." said, Nishet Satchu of Rich
Management.
Guy Kamgaing-Kouam, CEO of Mobile-XL further commented, "The value of providing our audience with
current stock prices, along with the simplicity of the XLBrowser’s user interface, allows us to become an
essential portal for information. Utilizing technology to connect a population with its financial markets
creates the potential for unleashing unlimited opportunities."
The XLBrowser is a revolutionary mobile phone application that utilizes SMS to provide instant access to
global and local information to anyone, anywhere, using almost any mobile phone. The XLBrowser’s
intuitive interface allows a user to easily select and instantly receive up-to-the-minute information, news,
sports, finance, entertainment, games, music and much more – all with minimal effort and instant results.
The XLBrowser is a passport that opens up a world of information, particularly valuable for users in areas
with limited, unreliable, or expensive internet or WAP technologies.
About Rich Management:
Rich Management is a Nairobi Stock Exchange Authorized Data Vendor providing financial infomediary
services in Kenya. www.Rich.co.ke is the go to financial portal for those who want to participate in the
Kenyan Shareholder Revolution and second liberation.
About Mobile-XL: Mobile-XL is a California-based technology company focused on building
value added services to mobile users worldwide. Mobile-XL’s mission is to connect families, friends,
communities and businesses by harnessing ubiquitous SMS technology. Mobile-XL products are
revolutionary in offering connectivity and informational tools to areas with limited or expensive internet
access. Mobile-XL allows mobile phone users to text message, chat, and access internet-based
information from virtually anywhere. The company has a solid team of IT specialists including developers;
computer science professionals; and network and systems engineers, most of which have come from
developing countries. For more information, please visit www.mobile-xl.com.
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